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Exam Questions 500-470

Cisco Enterprise Networks SDA, SDWAN and ISE Exam for System Engineers
NEW QUESTION 1
Which is a key function of a Digital Network?

A. Centralized provisioning
B. Software upgrades
C. Provides secure data plane with remote vEdge routers
D. Nat traversal

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 2
Which are three Cisco recommendations on “How to Win”? (Choose three.)

A. Talk about Cisco’s focus on Security and integration with StealthWatch, Sourcefire, WSA, vulnerability scanner to make smarter policy decisions.
B. Explain support for 3rdparty network devices.
C. Explain architectural advantage of holistic Cisco solution.
D. Demonstrate complex policy flows, rather show case Wizards and enhanced context visibility.
E. Show case Cisco portfolio or ISE feature set during PoC

Answer: ACE

NEW QUESTION 3
Which workflow is necessary for setting up a network hierarchy?

A. Provision
B. Design
C. Policy
D. Assurance

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 4
Which two products are supported as “Extended” in DNA-C 1.1? (Choose two.)

A. IE switches
B. Catalyst 6807
C. Catalyst 3560-CX
D. M3 Line cards
E. AP 3800
F. Catalyst 4500-E

Answer: AC

NEW QUESTION 5
Which three services must be enabled under the ISE Admin settings to successfully integrate ISE, when integrating ISE with DNA-C? (Choose three.)

A. SXP services
B. ServiceNow
C. Threat- Centric NAC
D. Infoblox
E. PxGrid
F. Passive Identity Service

Answer: AEF

NEW QUESTION 6
What is a challenge of having an SD-Access Centralized design where a single fabric encompasses the main site and all branch sites across the WAN?

A. End to End Routing is not supported
B. SSIDs would be the same across all sites
C. DNA Center does not support it
D. Since the traffic is encapsulate
E. SD-WAN features can’t be used to optimize/route traffic.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 7
Which three options describe fabric overlay concepts? (Choose three.)

A. A link state routing protocol like OSPF
B. A virtual Local Area Network
C. An Overlay uses alternate forwarding attributes
D. GRE is a type of Overlay
E. Intermediate System to Intermediate System
F. An Overlay is a logical topology
Answer: BDF

NEW QUESTION 8
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